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Medical instrumentation and finite element analysis for the
assessment of Vulnerable Plaque

Publication No._____________

Nachiket Mukund Kharalkar, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2008

Supervisor: Jonathan W. Valvano

This work elucidates the fundamentals, calibration procedure and in vitro results
of an instrument for the assessment of vulnerable plaque. Heart disease is a number
one killer in United States. More than 60% of all sudden deaths caused by myocardial
infarction are due to plaque disruption or the rupture of a vulnerable plaque.
Researchers believe vulnerable plaques that do not limit flow may be particularly
dangerous because they produce no warning symptoms, but can rupture suddenly
causing heart attack and death. The significance of this work is that the early detection
of these unstable atherosclerotic plaques, independent of the degree of luminal
diameter narrowing, is a crucial tool in the battle against heart disease.
A self‐heated thermistor probe is used to deliver heat and also to measure the
temperature response. A pulse‐power integrated‐decay technique for the measurement
of thermal conductivity of biological tissues is presented. Three dimensional finite
viii

element analyses are used to design and optimize this technique. The results indicate
that the thermal decay technique protocol had better accuracy than constant
temperature heating techniques.
In the clinical setting, tissues removed surgically are often fixed in formalin for
subsequent pathological analysis. Effect of formalin fixation on thermal conductivity of
the biological tissues is presented. These results suggest that, in terms of thermal
properties, it is equally appropriate to perform in vitro studies in either fresh tissue or
formalin‐fixed tissue.
The thermal conductivity measurements of plaques removed from human
carotid arteries, femoral arteries or aortic valves, with a known atherosclerosis as
determined by histology are presented. Finite element modeling was used to spatially
map the varying conductivity of heterogeneous tissue into a single measurement made
by the thermistor and also to determine the effective volume of measurement. The
average thermal conductivity as measured using the thermal decay technique, for fiber
(stable plaque) was 4.79 (σ = 0.55) mW/cm‐oC and lipid close to the lumen (vulnerable
plaque) was 4.35 (σ = 0.91) mW/cm‐oC. Finite element analyses and in vitro experiments
suggest the self‐heated thermistor technique can be used to detect vulnerable plaque.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Coronary heart disease is the single largest killer of American males and females.
Most of the heart attacks are caused by the rupture of vulnerable plaque. The proposed
method helps in detecting this vulnerable plaque which may lead to future heart
attacks, by examining the thermal properties of the plaque. The proposed method will
help in the early diagnosis of vulnerable or rupture prone plaque, reducing the risk by
allowing for early treatment.
1.1 Significance of the research

Heart disease is the number one killer in the United States. As per the recent
updates published by American Heart Association, nearly 2,400 Americans die of
cardiovascular disease (CVD) each day—an average of one death every 37 seconds. It is
estimated that 175,000 silent first myocardial infarctions occur each year [1]. Recent
survey shows that 80,700,000 American adults (1 in 3) have one or more types of CVD.
The harsh fact is cardiovascular diseases are the number one killer of women and men.
For many years cardiovascular disease was thought to be “a man’s disease”, but the fact
is cardiovascular diseases are devastating to women too [1]. As seen from Figure 1.1
cardiovascular disease is an extremely serious problem we are facing, which affects both
men and women of all ages. In Figure 1.1, (CVD) indicates total CVD; CA = cancer; ACC =
accidents; CLRD = chronic lower respiratory disease; DM = diabetes mellitus; and A =
Alzheimer’s (Source: NCHS and NHLBI) [1].
1

Figure 1.1

CVD and other major causes of death for all males and females (United
States: 2004) [1]

The researchers believe vulnerable coronary and carotid plaques are mostly
responsible for most of the heart attacks and strokes. More than 60% of all myocardial
infarction and sudden death is caused by plaque disruption or the rupture of a
vulnerable plaque [2, 3]. Researchers believe, vulnerable plaques that do not limit flow
may be particularly dangerous because they produce no warning symptoms, but can
rupture suddenly causing heart attack and death. Hence, the early detection of these
unstable atherosclerotic plaques, independent of the degree of luminal diameter
narrowing, is a crucial tool in the battle against heart disease and will help in saving
thousands of precious lives [4‐12]
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1.2 Objectives

This work has the following specific aims:

1. To develop finite‐element models (FEM) of the arterial wall and use them to
simulate the measurement protocol.
Realistic thermal models provide insight to the relationship between physical
structure of the artery and thermal events measured using the probe. Numerical
approaches like finite element methods allow for complex geometries and boundary
conditions not possible with analytical solutions. Histology of the arterial wall will be
used to develop the finite element grid. Although numerical techniques will not be able
to accurately predict heat flow or temperature, they are very useful for determining
general relationships between direct measurements of voltage/current and physical
properties of the tissue. In particular, the finite element models will assist in developing
equations that the instrument’s software will use to calculate thermal properties. Finite
element analysis will allow many experimental protocols to be rapidly and inexpensively
evaluated. The finite element model will be used to calculate the total thermal dose
applied to the artery, verifying that the instrument itself causes no long‐term thermal
damage. Finite element analysis will be used to determine the effective volume of
measurement and also to determine the effective thermal conductivity of
heterogeneous tissue.
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2. To design implement and analyze a precision thermal instrument that
measures thermal conductivity.
The previous research indeed demonstrates the ability to measure thermal
conductivity from the luminal surface. The potential sources of measurement error have
been identified by 20 years of research, so the goal of this proposal will be to minimize
their effects using state of the art calibration, filtering, and shielding techniques. For
example, because the method involves heat transfer via physical contact, it will be
important to design the instrument to minimize the error caused by the contact
resistance between the transducer and the tissue. New thermal conductivity
measurement protocols would be designed and evaluated. The hardware/software will
be combined into a LabVIEW™ based data acquisition system. Materials of known
thermal properties will be used to evaluate the accuracy of the thermal property
measurements.

3. To determine the positive‐predictive value of the direct‐contact technique.
This novel device will be tested on plaques removed from carotid arteries,
femoral arteries or aortic valves, with a known atherosclerosis as determined by
histology. Normal arteries and fatty plaques will be used to evaluate this method. Probe
will be placed in direct physical contact with arterial wall, in vitro. Histology will be used
as the gold standard to classify the region of interest as either predominately calcified,
fatty, fibrous or lipid rich. In this way, the accuracy of this technique to classify the
plaque type can be determined.

4

Chapter 2
Vulnerable plaque

Cardiovascular system is one of the most vital systems of the human body. Heart
and the circulatory system, together make up the cardiovascular system. This research
mainly aims to develop instrumentation for the detection of vulnerable plaque, which is
closely associated with the cardiovascular disorders and may lead to heart attack or
myocardial infarction. Consequently, in order to properly detect these plaques, basic
structure and composition of these plaques must be studied. Section 2.1 illustrates the
pathobiology of vulnerable plaque. Section 2.2 explains the characteristics of vulnerable
plaque and section 2.3 talks about calcification in the plaques.

2.1 Pathobiology of vulnerable plaque
Severe myocardial infarction or heart attack can occur in otherwise
asymptomatic patients. Atherosclerosis causes the arterial wall to be damaged. This
may lead to plaque formation and hardening of the arteries. Plaque rupture can
produce the blood clots that block the arteries finally leading to acute coronary
syndromes. Hence, early detection of the vulnerable plaque is a crucial tool in the battle
against heart disease. The current outlook states that the rupture of vulnerable plaque
is a leading cause of heart attack or myocardial infarction [2, 12‐16]. Previously it was
thought that the buildup of the fatty plaque deposits in the artery slowly narrows the
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lumen of an artery, eventually causing a complete occlusion. Current research has
shown that most patients who have heart attacks do not have arteries severely

Figure 2.1

Different types of vulnerable plaque as underlying cause of acute

coronary events (ACS) and sudden cardiac death (SCD) [11]
narrowed by plaque [7, 11, 14]. Most acute coronary syndromes (ACS) are believed to
be caused by sudden luminal thrombosis [14, 16]. Luminal thrombosis could be caused
by three different pathologies: plaque rupture, erosion and calcified nodules. Figure 2.1
illustrates different types of vulnerable plaques that may lead to ACS. In Figure 2.1, (A) is
Rupture‐prone plaque with large lipid core and thin fibrous cap infiltrated by
macrophages, (B) is ruptured plaque with sub‐occlusive thrombus and early
organization, (C) is erosion‐prone plaque with proteoglycan matrix in a smooth muscle
cell‐rich plaque, (D) is eroded plaque with sub‐occlusive thrombus, (E) is intra‐plaque
hemorrhage secondary to leaking vasa vasorum, (F) is calcified nodule protruding into
the vessel lumen and (G) is chronically stenotic plaque with severe calcification, old
thrombus, and eccentric lumen [11]. A rupture of thin fibrous cap covering the necrotic
6

core leads to luminal thrombosis, producing a lesion known as plaque rupture. Plaque
erosion is defined as a lesion consisting of luminal thrombosis with an underlying layer
rich in smooth muscle cells and with less inflammation. Most erosion lesions either
don’t have necrotic core or if present then necrotic core doesn’t come in contact with
the lumen due to thick fibrous cap. The calcified nodule has underlying calcified plate
with superimposed bony nodules. Amongst all the lesions, calcified nodule is the least
common lesion [14].

Plaque deposits with a risk of rupturing are sometimes referred to as high risk or
vulnerable plaque. It has been found that inflammation leads to the development of
vulnerable plaque [17]. As the atherosclerotic plaque worsens, inflammatory cells,
especially macrophages, collect at the site to isolate the debris of the damaged tissue.
The result is a core of lipid, macrophages or foam cells and necrotic tissue, covered by a
fibrous cap of scar tissue. These lipid filled cells form a plaque within a thin covering. If
the fibrous cap becomes weakened or is subjected to excessive stress, it may rupture.
The low content of collagen and matrix proteins associated with high‐risk plaque lead to
the thin plaque cap, making it more unstable. The plaque rupture is triggered by the
release of matrix‐digesting enzymes by the inflammatory cells. Microthrombi are
frequently found on non‐ruptured but inflamed ulcerated plaque surfaces. The rupture
process is pretty complex, but it is known that the plaques most likely to rupture are
those that have both a thin fibrous cap and a point of physical weakness [4, 14, 17]. The
plaque rupture may cause the thrombogenic contents to come in contact with the blood
stream. The artery wall may capture blood cells that rush to the injury site. These cells
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may clump together forming a clot and depending on the size of the clot they may
occlude the artery [4, 5].
2.2 Characteristics of the vulnerable or culprit plaque

Virmani et al. have proposed that the thin cap fibroatheroma (TCFA) resemble
the plaque rupture in morphology, are the precursor lesion of plaque rupture. The
plaques resembling rupture plaque but lacking luminal thrombus are designated as TCFA
or “Vulnerable Plaques” [16]. Figure 2.2 shows one such thin fibrous cap atheroma; NC
is necrotic core and FC is the fibrous cap. It is characterized by a large pool of cholesterol
or necrotic debris and a thin fibrous cap (< 65 µm) with a dense infiltration of
macrophages; smooth muscle cells are rare and vasa vasorum are present within the
adventitia and plaque. TCFA’s are most commonly found in proximal coronary arteries,
followed by mid and distal major coronary arteries [14, 16]. Plaques, which are likely to
rupture, are referred to as "vulnerable," "dangerous," "unstable" or "high‐risk" plaques
and have some characteristic features.
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Figure 2.2

Thin fibrous cap atheroma [16]

Virmani et al. have analyzed over 400 sudden death cases and found that
frequency of thrombi is 60% in sudden death cases. The underlying etiology was plaque
rupture in 55% to 60%, plaque erosion in 30% to 35%, and calcified nodule in 2% to 7%.
They have reported that in lot of plaque ruptures (> 60%), large plaque area is made up
of necrotic core (>25%). They also found that the chances of finding a vulnerable plaque
are very high in arteries showing less stenosis (<50%) [14].

9

Figure 2.3

Correlation between frequency of plaques, degree of stenosis, and risk of
complication per plaque as a function of plaque progression [11].

Naghavi et al. have illustrated in Figure 2.3 the relationship frequency of plaques,
degree of stenosis and risk of complication per plaque as a function of plaque
progression. As seen from the Figure 2.3, although the average absolute risk of severely
stenotic plaques may be higher than the average absolute risk of mildly stenotic
plaques, there are more plaques with mild stenoses than plaques with severe stenoses
[11].
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Figure 2.4

Comparison of vulnerable and stable plaques [6, 7]

Libby has shown that non‐stenotic plaques cause the most acute coronary
syndromes. Figure 2.4 illustrates comparison between vulnerable and stable plaques
(HLA‐DR+ = human leukocyte antigen DR+). Libby found that the plaques grow outward
initially and so vulnerable plaques often have a well‐preserved lumen. The vulnerable
plaque typically has a substantial lipid core and a thin fibrous cap separating the
thrombogenic macrophages. On the contrary, Libby also found that the stable plaque
has a relatively thick fibrous cap protecting the lipid core from contact with the blood [6,
7].
The plaque structure depends on where the plaque is located (i.e., coronary,
carotid, aorta etc.) The coronary artery vulnerable plaques are characterized by high
11

lipid content and a thin fibrous cap while high‐risk plaques in carotid arteries are
severely stenotic. Even though vulnerable plaques are normally rich in lipid content,
carotid plaques are heterogeneous, very fibrous, and not necessarily lipid‐rich [18].
2.3 Calcification in plaque
The least common lesion of thrombosis is a plaque with heavy calcification. It is
more common in older men than women, and increases with aging population. Calcified
nodules are the lesions with greatest amount of calcification relative to plaque area with
even bone formation. Virmani et al. believe that calcification is more common in the
carotid arteries than the coronary and may be related to the frequent occurrence of
plaque hemorrhage [12‐16]. Kolodgie et al. have shown that coronary calcification
correlates with plaque burden but there is little effect on plaque instability [19, 20].
Virmani et al. have shown that over 50% of TCFA’s showed a lack of calcification or only
speckled calcification on postmortem radiographs of coronary arteries [12]
2.4 Conclusions
The different types of plaques could be summarized as follows:
1. Lipid rich plaque covered with thick fibrous cap (> 100 μm, non‐vulnerable
plaque)
2. Lipid rich plaque with thin fibrous plaque (vulnerable plaque)
3. Calcified plaque (less dangerous as compared to vulnerable plaques)

The critical event is the rupture of the vulnerable plaque, forming a blood clot
inside the blood vessel and it is the blood clot that causes the blockage [5]. The
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researchers claim, vulnerable plaque may lie inside the artery wall and may not always
bulge out and block the blood flow. Also, patients dying with acute MI are likely to have
multiple TCFA’s, as compared to those dying from severe coronary stenosis in the
absence of acute thrombi [11‐16]. Hence, the identification of these vulnerable plaques
with thin fibrous cap will play a pivotal role towards reducing the morbidity and
mortality of coronary artery disease [8, 12, 21].
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Chapter 3
Currently available techniques for the detection of vulnerable
plaque

This chapter describes the currently available methods for detection of
vulnerable plaque. The structure and composition of the plaque, rather than the degree
of stenosis, are more important in determining a propensity for acute coronary events
[22]. Sections 3.1 through 3.5 discuss various methods currently used for evaluation of
the vulnerable plaque. Section 3.6 summarizes the comparison between different
imaging modalities for assessing the vulnerable plaque. Finally, section 3.7 is the
conclusion of the chapter.
.
3.1 Angioscopy

Coronary angioscopy uses projected white light through thin, flexible glass fibers
to see the color of the arterial surface. It can identify red/white thrombus, yellow lipid‐
rich or white lipid‐poor plaques in patients with acute coronary syndromes [22]. De
Feyter et al. found that angioscopic plaque rupture and thrombus occurred in 68%
unstable cases as compared to 17% stable anginal syndrome cases [22, 23]. In a study of
combined IVUS and angioscopy, Takano et al. found that yellow plaques with increased
distensibility determined by an IVUS distensibility index in an artery with compensatory
enlargement (positive remodeling) are highly susceptible to activation and rupture [22,
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24]. The main drawback of angioscopy is that the blood flow has to be temporarily
stopped during the angioscopy scan [24].
3.2 Intra vascular ultrasound (IVUS)

Catheter‐based techniques using ultrasound have been developed to
characterize the atherosclerotic plaque in vivo. IVUS imaging is superior to angiography
providing two‐dimensional cross‐sectional views. It can also display 3‐dimensional
images of the artery and plaque with accurate measurements of lumen, plaque and
vessel area (and volume). It can also help in identifying various plaque constituents such
as calcification, fibrous tissue, thrombus, and plaque fractures or dissections [22, 25].

Figure 3.1

Vulnerable plaque marked in IVUS (a), elastogram (b), macrophage
staining (c) and collagen staining (d) [26]
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The functional activity of an atherosclerotic plaque reflects its composition. The
investigators have used elastic properties of atherosclerotic plaque to differentiate
various histological components [22]. Schaar et al. have used the intravascular
ultrasound elastography to differentiate between plaques. In elastography they have
defined vulnerable plaque as a plaque with high strain region at the surface with
adjacent low strain regions. Figure 3.1 shows the intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) and
elastogram images of coronary artery. In the Figure 3.1, vulnerable plaque is indicated
by a high strain on the surface (b). In the corresponding histology, a high amount of
macrophages (c) is visible with a thin cap (d) and a lipid pool (LP) [26]. Korte et al. used
IVUS elastography to characterize different plaque components in diseased human
femoral and coronary arteries in vitro [27].
However, imaging using IVUS has some limitations. It has limited resolution
(~100 microns, even for 40 MHz systems) and signal quality is influenced by reflections
from surrounding tissues and blood. Standard IVUS currently cannot determine sub‐
endothelial plaque components. The fibrous cap thickness and protruding plaque
fractures can be only marginally visualized [22, 25, 28, 29].

3.3 Optical coherence tomography (OCT)

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) uses light to create IVUS‐like images with
extremely high resolution. Coherent infrared light is directed and reflected within the
tissue to create a detailed tissue image with a spatial resolution of 2–30 microns. OCT is
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capable of differentiating lipid from water‐based tissues and helps in estimating fibrous
cap thickness despite a penetration depth of only 1–2 mm [30].
Polarization properties may be used to differentiate tissue characteristics using
OCT. High birefringence by polarization shift reflects fibrous tissue, collagen and lipid
composition. Low birefringence indicates the presence of calcium. The combination of
high and low birefringence images may be used to reconstruct entire tissue structure.
Optically coherent light can also be used as a guidance tool for predicting stenosis. Using
optical fibers, the interference pattern of two reflected coherent light beams (1,300 nm
wavelength) can access different tissue types of human atherosclerotic plaques; also
termed as optical coherence reflectometry (OCR) [22, 31, 32].

Figure 3.2

Open thermography basket catheter prototype [33]

3.4 Thermography

The atherosclerotic plaque region has inflammation and heavy macrophage
activity. Due to these reasons, plaques have higher temperature as compared to the
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surrounding region (~1.5‐2 oC) [34, 35]. Casscells et al. have developed an intravascular
thermography basket catheter to monitor the temperature of the arterial wall. The
prototype of the catheter is shown in Figure 3.2. The thermography basket catheter
developed by Casscells et al. is a thermocouple‐based catheter made of a nitinol
expandable and externally controllable basket system loaded with nine small and
flexible built‐in thermal sensors. They found in 10 inbred cholesterol‐fed dogs with
femoral (but not carotid) atherosclerosis region of elevated temperature on the surface
of atherosclerotic but not disease‐free regions (P < 0.05). They also found the
temperature heterogeneity in the aortas of atherosclerotic Watanabe rabbits but not in
normal rabbits [4, 33‐36]. Madjid et al. have also used infrared imaging to determine the
temperature heterogeneity within the artery to detect the plaque regions [34, 35].
However the catheter system developed by them can just detect the presence of plaque
but may not predict if the plaque is “Vulnerable”.

3.5 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
Current whole‐body MRI at 1.5 T is limited by a resolution of > 400 µm. A
catheter‐based magnet coil positioned within the target vessel can resolve
atherosclerotic tissue images to 120–300 µm, with an 80% concordance of plaque size
and intimal thickness when compared to pathologic examination [18, 22, 37]. Fayad et
al. have used magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for the detection of high‐risk plaque.
They claim that high‐resolution, multicontrast, MRI can noninvasively image vulnerable
plaques and characterize plaques in terms of their different components (i.e. lipid,
fibrous, calcium, or thrombus) [38]. Meaney et al. have proposed the use of microwave
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for the detection of vulnerable plaque. They claim that the diseased arterial tissue has
significant component of fatty and calcified deposits and that the electrical properties of
these deposits are different from the normal tissue. They have shown that the
microwave interrogation may be useful to distinguish these pathologies [39].

Figure 3.3

MR images of abdominal aorta (arrow) in normal mouse and apoE‐KO
mouse [37]

Figure 3.3 illustrates MR images (proton density‐weighted) of abdominal aorta
(arrow) in normal mouse and apoE‐knockout mouse showing differences between
normal and atherosclerotic arteries. On all MR images, lumen is dark. Fayad et al. found
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that the normal abdominal aorta wall thickness was ~50 μm and was not clearly visible
at spatial in‐plane resolution of 97 μm. Wild‐type mice were free of atherosclerotic
lesions as shown on MR images in A and B (magnified) and histopathology (C), as shown
by hematoxylin‐eosin stain (magnification x40). Large atherosclerotic lesion (arrow) that
encircles abdominal aorta of 12‐month‐old apoE‐knockout mouse is shown on MR
images in D and E (magnified). These findings correlated with histopathology, as shown
in F (hematoxylin‐eosin stain; magnification x40). All MR images have pixel size of
97x97x500 μm3. They used left kidney and spinal cord as anatomic landmarks to
facilitate comparison between MR images and histological sections [37].

3.6 Comparison of various vulnerable plaque detection techniques
Various imaging techniques have been developed for identifying “vulnerable
plaque”. This has been an active area of research in the last decade. Table 3.1 lists
various non‐invasive and invasive imaging modalities which have been researched and
currently used to assess these plaques.
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Vessel Wall
Penetration (mm)

Image of vessel
wall

NA

*

Calcium

Thrombus

Inflammation

Lipid Core

Fibrous Cap

Spatial Resolution
(μm)

Imaging
Modality

Features Detected

*

*

*

*

Comments

Invasive Methods
Angiography
Intravascular
Ultrasound
(IVUS)

40 ~
100

~10

*

*

*

Angioscopy

Visual

Poor

*

*

*

Optical
Coherence
Tomography
(OCT)

2~30

1~2

Thermography

500

Poor

Raman
Spectroscopy
Near infrared
Spectroscopy

NA

Intravascular
MRI

160

*

*

*

*

*

*

Reference standard for stenotic
lesions
Characterizes vessel wall and
morphology, good for calcified
plaque, poor for lipids
Direct visualization of lumen surface,
using color and surface appearance to
identify vulnerable plaques
Provides cross‐sectional images of
vessel wall and quantifies fibrous cap
thickness and extent of lipid
collections
Images temperature heterogeneity
due to rise in temperature in
macrophage‐rich areas in plaque

*

1~1.5

Analysis of Raman spectrum for
chemical composition of
atherosclerotic plaque

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2
Good

Measurements of cap thickness and
characterization of atherosclerotic
lesion

Non‐invasive Methods
Surface
Ultrasound

400

Computed
Tomography

Good
NA

Nuclear
Scintigraphy

Poor

NA

Standard MRI

300

Good

Table 3.1

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Characterizes vessel wall and
morphology, good for calcified
plaque, poor for lipids
More useful for detection of calcified
plaques
Based on specific binding of
radioactive labeled molecules to the
target tissue (such as radiolabeled
LDL)
Measurements of cap thickness and
characterization of atherosclerotic
lesion

Imaging modalities that have been used or proposed to evaluate
vulnerable plaque [18, 22, 29, 40]
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3.7 Conclusions
Cardiovascular complications still remain largely unpredictable since; still it is
extremely difficult to detect vulnerable plaques at high risk of rupture or erosion,
leading to thrombosis that cause acute coronary syndromes and sudden death.
Angiography (the current gold standard for diagnosis of atherosclerosis) is a
luminography method, which fails to predict two‐thirds of acute events [34]. Clinical
data suggest that vulnerable plaques more often do not show substantial luminal
narrowing detectable by angiography [6, 7]. Compared to angiography, catheter‐based
diagnostic (light, sound, MRI, thermal, pressure, flow, etc.) modalities better quantify
the anatomic and physiologic features of a vulnerable plaque [22].
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Chapter 4
Pulsepower integrateddecay technique for the measurement of
thermal conductivity

A pulse‐power integrated‐decay technique for the measurement of thermal
conductivity of biological tissues is presented in this chapter. A self‐heated thermistor
probe is used to deliver heat and also to measure the temperature response. Three
dimensional finite element analyses are used in this chapter to design and optimize the
technique. An empirical calibration process, performed in glycerol and agar‐gelled
water, provides accurate thermal conductivity measurements. The accuracy analysis
evaluated multiple experimental protocols using three solutions of known thermal
properties.
4.1 Background
Self‐heated thermistors have been widely used for the measurement of tissue
thermal properties [41‐47]. Normally, thermistors are used to measure temperature,
but in the self‐heated thermistor technique they are also used to heat the tissue
samples, in order to measure the tissue thermal properties. The thermistor can be
heated using different heating protocols. For example, Valvano et al. have measured the
thermal properties of biomaterials using the constant temperature and sinusoidal
heating techniques [41‐43, 45, 48‐51]. Valvano et al. have used the sinusoidal heating
technique to measure the intrinsic thermal conductivity of tissue in the presence of
blood flow. Liu et al. have proposed a non‐invasive sinusoidal heating technique to
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measure tissue perfusion [47]. Liu et al. have used low frequency (period = 0.02~1s)
sinusoidal heating pulse to measure the tissue perfusion non‐invasively. They have used
the phase shift between heat flux and temperature response to predict the tissue
perfusion. However, for low perfusion 0.0005 ml/s/ml, time for the phase shift to reach
the final constant value is about 4500s.
A thermal pulse decay technique to measure thermal conductivity and blood
perfusion was proposed by Chen et al. and further enhanced by Diederich et al. [44, 52‐
54]. In the thermal pulse decay technique, Chen et al. heat the thermistor for about 3s
and then monitor temperature decay for next 3~11s, after the heat pulse is turned off.
The thermal properties are calculated by fitting the local temperature decay to that
predicted by a theoretical model. As compared to the constant temperature heating
technique, this technique has an advantage of larger measuring volume and faster
measurements. However in order to measure thermal conductivity of the specimen
using the pulse‐decay technique, prior knowledge of specimen density and specific heat
is required [55].
Hayes et al. have used two‐dimensional axisymmetric finite element method to
model the three‐dimensional self‐heated thermistor system [56, 57]. They have used
finite element analysis to calculate the steady‐state temperature profiles generated by
thermistor beads with realistic geometry and heating patterns. They successfully
validated the experimental technique using the finite element analysis.
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4.2 Nomenclature

C = specific heat (J/kg‐oC)
ρ = density (kg/cm3)
k = thermal conductivity (mW/cm‐oC)
α = thermal diffusivity (cm2/s)
r = radial distance in spherical coordinates (cm)
T = temperature (oC)
P = total thermistor electrical power (mW)
dT = volume average thermistor temperature rise
(oC)
t = time (s)
F = fibrous tissue

Q = volumetric heat generation rate (mW/ cm3)
S = fibrous tissue sample
L = Teflon layer
τ = Teflon thickness (cm)
Subscripts
0 = initial
∞ = final
h = heated
F = fiber
T = Teflon
h = heat mode
s = sense mode
eff = effective (conductivity and perfusion)

4.3 Methods
4.3.1. ThermistorProbe Design
A number of factors must be considered while designing the thermistor probe.
The large thermistor size has an advantage for more effective volume of measurement.
Finite element studies have shown that the effective volume of measurement in the
tissue is 5 to 10 thermistor radii [42, 56]. The smaller thermistor size has an advantage
of faster response time. As a compromise of these factors, a glass encapsulated
thermistor P60DA102K by Thermometrics, with a radius of about 0.75 mm was used in
the plaque measurement studies presented in Chapters 6 and 7. Glass encapsulated
bead thermistors, BR32KA102K (radius = 0.041 cm, 1kΩ@25oC) and BR55KA102K (radius
= 0.070 cm, 1kΩ@25oC) from Thermometrics were used in the depth of measurement
study presented in Chapter 5. The schematic of the P60DA102K thermistor probe is
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presented as Figure 4.1. The thermistor has nominal resistance of 1 kΩ at 25oC, and
thermal time constant of 300 ms when plunged into water. The actual probe was
constructed by inserting this thermistor inside a plastic syringe, such that about 0.5 mm
of the thermistor bead protruded from the syringe and rest of the syringe was filled with
silicone for thermal and electrical insulation as shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1

P60 Thermistor Probe

4.3.2. Instrumentation
The thermistor was connected in series with fixed value resistor (R1) and other
end of the thermistor (R) was grounded as shown in Figure 4.2. The National
Instruments M‐series data acquisition board PCI‐6221 (16‐bit, 250 kHz) was used to
output and acquire the analog voltages. The analog outputs and inputs from the data
acquisition board were buffered using the operational amplifiers. A LabVIEWTM based
data acquisition system was designed that outputted −2.980 V to Vs channel and 0 V to
Vh channel during the temperature sensing phase, causing V0 to be about 0.269 V.
During the heating phase, depending on the heating protocol −3.600 or −10.000 V was
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outputted to the Vh channel while 0 V was outputted to Vs channel. ‐3.600 V was chosen
since that gave maximum temperature rise of about 1.5 oC from the baseline, which
would cause no tissue damage due to heating. −10.000 V was chosen, to test the
performance at a higher temperature rise. The voltages V0 and V1 were continuously
recorded using the two 16‐bit analog input channels at 80 kHz and then digitally low
pass filtered at 44 Hz. The channels were over‐sampled at 80 kHz and then averaged
inside the LabVIEW software for better signal to noise ratio.

Figure 4.2

Circuit Diagram

The transient thermistor resistance R(t) was calculated using equation (4.1).
(4.1)
t

The natural log function was used to calculate the transient thermistor
temperature T(t), from the thermistor resistance R(t) by using equation (4.2). Equation
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(4.2) showed better accuracy than the three term (H0, H1 and H3) equation used by
Valvano et al. [41‐43].
1
ln

ln

ln

ln

273.15

(4.2)

T(t) was the temperature in degree Celsius and H0, H1, H2, H3 and H4 were
calibration coefficients. The transient power dissipated across the thermistor was
calculated using equation (4.3).
t

(4.3)

Vs was set to −2.980 V and Vh to 0 V, during the temperature measurement
phase. The initial baseline temperature T0 was recorded using equations (4.1) and (4.2).
4.3.3. Constant Voltage Heating Protocol
For the, “3.6V 3s heat” protocol the thermistor was heated for 3 second by
making Vh −3.600 V and Vs 0 V. During the heating phase the thermistor temperature
and the power dissipated across the thermistor were continuously recorded using
equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3). The temperature rise ΔT(t) was calculated using
equation (4.4).
(4.4)

∆

The applied power P was nearly constant during the 3 second heating phase
while the temperature rise ΔT(t) varied considerably. A plot of P(t)/ΔT(t) versus t‐1/2 was
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made. D and E were calculated by fitting 1 to 3 second heating data to equation (4.5)
using linear regression.
(4.5)

/

∆

The first 1 second of heating data was skipped, in order for the system to
stabilize. The equation (4.6) was used to calculate thermal conductivity [41‐43, 48, 58].
In equation (4.6), a1 and a2 are empirical coefficients defined by the thermistor size and
properties.
1

(4.6)

For the “10V 3s heat” protocol the thermistor was heated for 3‐second by
making Vh −10.000 V and Vs 0 V. Similarly for the “3.6V 9s heat” protocol the thermistor
was heated for 9‐second by making Vh −3.600 V and Vs 0 V. Also for the “3.6V 9s heat”
protocol, D and E were calculated by fitting 1 to 9 second of heating data to equation
(4.5) using linear regression. For the depth of penetration experiments of Chapter 5, the
thermistor is heated with 3.25 mW for 20 seconds.
4.3.4. Cooling Integral Protocol

For the, “3.6V 3s cool area” protocol the thermistor was heated for 3‐second by
making Vh −3.600 V and Vs 0 V. Following the heating phase, the thermistor was put
back into measurement mode, and the temperature decay was measured for 3 more
seconds. The temperature rise ΔT(t) was calculated using equation (4.4). A plot of ΔT(t)
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versus (t) was made. Similar to the thermal dilution technique the energy balance
equation can be modeled as shown in Figure 4.3 and expressed as shown in equation
(4.7).
0

Figure 4.3

(4.7)

Heat flow model

where the input energy (positive) is related to delivered power as shown in equation
(4.8),
(4.8)

The conductive loss depends on an area (Aloss), characteristic length (rloss) and the
conductivity (kloss) of all thermal pathways not into the tissue (thermistor lead wires are
the major component) as shown in equation (4.9).
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(4.9)

∆

The energy into the tissue also depends on a semispherical area of thermistor (2
πrt2), the characteristic length rt, and the tissue thermal conductivity as shown in
equation (4.10).
2

∆

(4.10)

Substituting equations (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) in equation (4.7), equation (4.11) is
obtained.
1

2

2

∆

(4.11)

P(t) is almost constant during the heating phase and hence Ein is almost constant
in equation (4.8). Also Aloss, rloss and kloss can be assumed constant in equation (4.9),
because they depend on physical properties of the probe. Simplifying equation (4.11)
thermal conductivity may be estimated by equation (4.12). The integral of ΔΤ(t) is
calculated by finding area under curve for the cooling data.
1
∆

(4.12)
a
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where a3 is an empirical coefficient defining properties of the thermistor, and a4 is an
empirical coefficient defining properties of the loss. For the “10V 3s cool area” protocol
the thermistor was heated for 3 seconds by making Vh −10.000 V and Vs 0 V. Similarly,
for the “3.6V 9s cool area” protocol the thermistor was heated for 9 seconds by making
Vh −3.600 V and Vs 0 V.
4.4. Calibration Procedures
4.4.1. Temperature Calibration

In order to measure temperature, the resistance versus temperature
characteristics of the thermistor probe was required. The true temperature was
measured by a quartz precision thermometer (Hewlett Packard, 2804A, Quartz
thermometer, resolution = 0.0001 oC, accuracy = 0.001 oC). The calibration was done
from 35.5 oC to 60 oC. The true temperature was noted using the quartz thermometer
and the corresponding resistance of thermistor was measured from LabVIEWTM
software for 13 different points between 35.5 oC and 60 oC. A chi‐squared nonlinear
regression was used to calculate H0, H1, H2, H3 and H4 from the calibration data for
thermistor probe. The average accuracy was 0.009 oC for this system (average of 5
different points other than those used for the thermistor calibration).
4.4.2. Thermal Conductivity Calibration

In order to measure thermal conductivity, the coefficients a1, a2, a3 and a4 in
equations (4.6) and (4.12) had to be determined. Glycerol and 1% agar‐gelled water
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were used as two liquids with known thermal properties to calculate these coefficients.
The thermistor probe was immersed in both these liquids and kept in the temperature‐
controlled water bath maintained at 38 oC. The calibration was performed only after the
probe and the liquid temperature had stabilized at 38 oC (temperature variations less
than 0.03 °C/s).
4.5. Finite Element Analysis

The finite element analysis was performed using COMSOL MultiphysicsTM 3.3a.
Equation (4.13) was used to model the system. Equation (4.13) is the transient heat
transfer equation. The 3D model shown in Figure 4.4 was used to do the finite element
analysis.

·

(4.13)
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Figure 4.4

Finite element model

In equation (4.13), Q is the heat source term. Table 4.1 indicates the values of
thermal properties of different materials modeled in Figure 4.4. T0 was assumed to be
38 oC. The temperature “T” was recorded by taking the volume integral of the
temperature over the thermistor bead.
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Material
Agar‐gelled water
Glass
Glycerol
Thermistor bead
90G:10A
68G:32A
47G:53A

Table 4.1

k
(mW/cmoC)
6.09
13.8
2.86
1.00
3.05
3.58
4.22

C
(J/kgoC)
4180
703
2427
159
2602
2997
3364

ρ
(*106 kg/cm3)
997
2203
1260
6300
1186
1081
1031

Thermal properties of materials used in this study [71‐74]

4.6. Results
Water/glycerol mixtures were used to measure accuracy of the different thermal
conductivity measurement protocols. The “90G:10A” material in Table 4.1 indicates
approximately 90% glycerol and 10% agar‐gelled water mixture. Similarly, the
“68G:32A” material was made with approximately 68% glycerol and 32% agar‐gelled
water, while “47G:53A” was made with 47% glycerol and 53% agar‐gelled water. The
thermal conductivities of these mixtures were estimated from the mass fraction [59].
4.6.1 Finite Element Analysis Data
The applied power P from the experimental analysis was 5.35 mW for 3.6V
heating while 40.9 mW for 10V heating protocol. The volumetric heat generation rate Q
in equation (4.13) for 3.6V heating protocol was 5910 mW/cm3 and 45220 mW/cm3 for
10V heating protocol. The experimental protocol was simulated using the finite element
modeling, and the volume integral of temperature response over the thermistor for
different experimental conditions was recorded. Figure 4.5 (a) shows a sample plot of
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P/ΔT versus t‐1/2 generated using the 3D finite element simulation of probe in the agar‐
gelled water and glycerol, used in the “3.6V 3s heat” protocol. Figure 4.5 (b) shows a
sample plot of ΔT versus t, recorded using the 3D finite element simulation of probe in
the agar‐gelled water and glycerol, used in the “3.6V 3s cool area” protocol.

Figure 4.5

Finite element analysis “3.6V 3s heat” protocol

Figure 4.6 shows temperature distribution obtained from the finite element
analysis of probe in glycerol, using the “3.6V 3s heat” protocol. Figure 4.6 (a) is the slice
taken through the center of 3D probe‐glycerol system at time equal to 0 seconds.
Similarly Figure 4.6 (b) shows the temperature distribution at time equal to 2 seconds,
Figure 4.6 (c) shows at 3 seconds and Figure 4.6 (d) shows at time equal to 4 seconds.
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Figure 4.6

FEA simulation temperature profile obtained with glycerol

The probe was empirically calibrated (using same method as experiments) by
operating the probe in glycerol and then in agar‐gelled water to determine calibration
coefficients a1, a2, a3 and a4. The summary of the calibrated values thermal
conductivities as obtained from the finite element analysis is shown in Table 4.2.
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Experiment
protocol

3.6V 3s heat

10V 3s heat

3.6V 9s heat
3.6V 3s cool
area
10V 3s cool
area
3.6V 9s cool
area

Table 4.2

Media

True k
(mW/cm‐oC)

90G:10A
68G:32A
47G:53A
90G:10A
68G:32A
47G:53A
90G:10A
68G:32A
47G:53A
90G:10A
68G:32A
47G:53A
90G:10A
68G:32A
47G:53A
90G:10A
68G:32A
47G:53A

3.05
3.58
4.22
3.05
3.58
4.22
3.05
3.58
4.22
3.05
3.58
4.22
3.05
3.58
4.22
3.05
3.58
4.22

k
from FEA
(mW/cm‐
o
C)
3.02
3.51
4.13
3.02
3.51
4.13
3.03
3.52
4.15
3.01
3.45
4.04
3.01
3.45
4.04
3.03
3.49
4.09

%
error
in k
0.9
2.0
2.0
0.9
2.0
2.0
0.7
1.7
1.7
1.4
3.6
4.1
1.4
3.6
4.2
0.6
2.7
3.0

Average
% error
in k
1.6

1.6

1.4

3.1

3.1

2.1

Summary of thermal conductivity as obtained from FEA

Figure 4.7 shows the comparison of true thermal conductivities and thermal
conductivities of three mixtures, as obtained from finite element simulations using the
different experimental protocols.
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Figure 4.7

Simulated and true thermal conductivity comparison (line is ideal
response)

4.6.2 Measured Data
The thermistor probe was inserted into each individual mixture; the mixture‐
probe system was then placed in temperature‐controlled water bath. Thermal
conductivity was measured 7 times for each protocol at 38 oC (temperature variations
less than 0.03 °C/s). The probe was empirically calibrated by operating the probe in
glycerol and then in agar‐gelled water to determine calibration coefficients a1, a2, a3 and
a4. The calibrated values of the thermal conductivity for all the experimental protocols
have been summarized in Table 4.3. Each thermal conductivity value in Table 4.3 is the
average of seven independent measurements.
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Experiment
protocol

3.6V 3s
heat
10V 3s heat
3.6V 9s
heat
3.6V 3s
cool area
10V 3s cool
area
3.6V 9s
cool area

Table 4.3

Media

90G:10A
68G:32A
47G:53A
90G:10A
68G:32A
47G:53A
90G:10A
68G:32A
47G:53A
90G:10A
68G:32A
47G:53A
90G:10A
68G:32A
47G:53A
90G:10A
68G:32A
47G:53A

True k
(mW/cm‐oC)

Average
experimental
k
(mW/cm‐oC)

Standard
deviation
measured k
(mW/cm‐oC)

%
error
in k

3.05
3.58
4.22
3.05
3.58
4.22
3.05
3.58
4.22
3.05
3.58
4.22
3.05
3.58
4.22
3.05
3.58
4.22

2.96
3.77
4.28
2.95
3.72
4.20
2.94
3.66
4.26
2.99
3.63
4.20
2.91
3.57
4.07
2.86
3.47
4.08

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.10
0.06
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.03

2.9
‐5.3
‐1.4
3.4
‐3.7
0.5
3.5
‐2.1
‐1.0
2.0
‐1.2
0.4
4.6
0.4
3.5
6.1
3.2
3.2

Average
|% error|

in k

3.2

2.5

2.2

1.2

2.8

4.2

Summary of thermal conductivity as obtained from experimental analysis

Figure 4.8 shows the probe temperature and power variations with respect to
time, as obtained from the experimental analysis using “10V 3s heat” protocol on agar‐
gelled water, glycerol and different mixtures.
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Figure 4.8

Experimental 10V 3s

Figure 4.9 shows the comparison of true thermal conductivities and measured
thermal conductivities of three mixtures, using the different experimental protocols.
“3.6V 3s cool area” protocol had the least error (1.2%) and may be reliably used for the
thermal conductivity measurements.
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Figure 4.9

Measured and true thermal conductivity comparison (line is ideal
response)

4.7. Conclusions
A pulse‐power integrated‐decay technique for the measurement of thermal
conductivity of biological tissues, using the self‐heated thermistor has been successfully
developed and tested. The experimental analysis shows that the "3.6V 3s cool area"
protocol has better accuracy than the other protocols. A lower heating power (5.35
mW) means a lower temperature rise in the tissue and hence no tissue damage. Also, a
shorter heating time means the temperature will to return to baseline value more
quickly and hence more measurements can be performed in fixed amount of time. As
seen from Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.9, all the techniques have ability to measure thermal
conductivity with about 4.2% accuracy. However, the "3.6V 3s cool area" protocol had
an average accuracy of 1.2%. Thermal conductivity experiments and 3‐D finite element
computer simulations exhibit the same behavior; in particular both the equations (4.6)
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and (4.12) can be used to measure the tissue thermal conductivity. Two advantages of
the integrated‐decay technique are that, it is derived from fundamental principles
(Figure 4.3 and equation (4.11)), and the results are calculated from both, heating and
cooling data.
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Chapter 5
Finite element analysis and experimental verification of
multilayered tissue characterization using the selfheated
thermistor technique

The noninvasive technique to determine thermal properties of layered biologic
structures based on measurements from the surface is presented in this chapter. The
self‐heated thermistor technique is evaluated both numerically and experimentally. The
finite element analyses, which confirm the experimental results, are used to study the
temperature profiles occurring in the thermistor‐tissue system. The analyses in this
chapter will address the ability of the method to sense the underlying thermal
conductivity of a plaque covered by a thin fibrous cap. The experimental setup will use
Teflon tape of varying thicknesses to simulate the fibrous cap. Two different sized
thermistors will be studied.

5.1 Introduction

Many biologic tissues, such as skin, myocardium, kidney and vessels, have a
structure where the surface is covered with a thin layer having properties fundamentally
different than the underlying tissue. The knowledge of the thermal properties of the
underlying tissue is extremely crucial in detection and treatment of certain medical
disorders. This thermal scanning technique may have various applications, including but
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not limited to predicting the extent of injury due to skin burn, amount of damage due to
frostbite, detection of tumors, and scanning of the coronary arteries.
The extent of injury due to skin burn is determined from the amount of
alteration in the properties of underlying skin layers like epidermis and subcutaneous
layer. For many years, researchers have tried to predict the degree of skin burn using
different bioheat transfer models [60‐62]. The analysis of the dorsal skin and in the
subjacent skeletal muscle layer after CO2 and Er3+ laser incisions using the light
microscopic examinations has show an up to three times larger damage zone in the
subcutaneous layer of skeletal muscle than in the connective tissue above [63]. The
tumors normally have higher perfusion as compared to the healthy tissue [64]. Based on
these differences, it may be possible to detect tumors below normal tissue and perhaps
to differentiate amongst different types of tumors, possibly even malignant from benign
[65]. The arterial wall is made up of different layers, having different thermal properties.
This technique may help in penetrating below the endothelium and determining the
composition of underlying layers [66].
5.2 Background

The self‐heated thermistor technique for the measurement of tissue thermal
properties has been in practice for a long time [43, 48, 67, 68]. Valvano et al. have
measured the thermal properties of biomaterials using the constant temperature and
sinusoidal heating technique [42, 69]. Valvano et al. have previously used the constant
voltage heating technique for the measurement of thermal conductivity and diffusivity
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of arterial wall [41]. However their work didn’t include the penetration depth analysis
and tissue characterization of multilayered tissues.
The finite element analysis is an effective tool to study the relationship between
tissue thermal properties, thermistor power and the tissue‐thermistor temperature
profiles [56, 70]. Hayes et al. have used finite element technique to validate the thermal
conductivity measurements with a realistic thermistor geometry and electrical heating
pattern [56].

5.3 Methodology

The experiments were performed using two different sized glass encapsulated
bead thermistors, BR32KA102K (radius = 0.041 cm, 1kΩ@25oC) and BR55KA102K (radius
= 0.070 cm, 1kΩ@25oC) from Thermometrics. The constant voltage heating technique
was used to heat the thermistors.
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5.3.1 Selfheated thermistor technique

Axis
of
symmetry

r=0
Thermal
insulation
boundary

Acrylic

Glass
Thermistor
bead

Teflon

Fiber

Figure 5.1

Constant
temperature
boundary

2D axis‐symmetric finite element model of the system

The thermistor was self‐heated and the applied power P was continuously
recorded along with the heated temperature response. The National Instruments data
acquisition board PCI6110 was used to output the analog voltage and 16‐bit PCI6013
board was used for acquiring the analog voltage at 10 kHz. A LabVIEWTM based data
acquisition system was designed that outputs 0.149 V during the temperature sensing
phase, which measured initial temperature, T0. During the 20 second heating phase,
2.585 V was delivered to the thermistor, and the heated temperature, Th, along with the
applied power P, were recorded. The applied power P was nearly constant during the 20
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second heating phase while the temperature rise (dT) varied considerably. As shown in
chapter 4, empirical equation (4.6) was used to calculate the thermal conductivity [41‐
43, 48, 56, 67‐70].
Special thermistor probes were constructed for measurement of tissue thermal
properties, by embedding the thermistors in the acrylic block in such a way that half of
the spherical bead protruded from the acrylic block. This probe was placed on a two‐
layered tissue sample for the measurement of tissue thermal properties. A Hewlett‐
Packard 2804A quartz thermometer was used for the thermistor temperature
calibration, while glycerol and 1% agar‐gelled water were used as two liquids with
known thermal properties to calculate coefficients a1 and a2 for each thermistor.

5.3.2 Protocol

Samples of Angus beef consisting of mostly fibrous tissue were used for the
experiments. The Teflon from DuPont was used as to simulate another layer of tissue
with different thermal properties. The experiments were performed on 6 different
tissue samples (S1 to S6). The tissue samples were placed on cotton gauze soaked in
saline solution in order to prevent water loss from the tissue during the experiments.
The measurements were done first on the bare tissue sample, then tissue covered by 1,
2, 4 and 8 layers of Teflon tape. In the end, measurements were again done on the bare
tissue to record changes in the tissue thermal properties over time by the end of the
experiments. Finally measurements were done on the 32 layers of Teflon tape without
any tissue sample. The tissue‐Teflon samples were kept in a closed chamber immersed
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in a temperature‐controlled water bath, maintained at about 37.5oC (temperature
variations less than 0.03 °C/s). The thermistor probe was placed on the samples and the
measurements were taken only after the initial baseline temperature measured by the
thermistor was stable. The thermistor was then heated for 20 seconds, during which P
and dT were continuously recorded.

Figure 5.2

Plot of P/dT versus t‐1/2 using BR55 on tissue sample S5

5.4 Finite element analysis

The finite element analysis was performed using COMSOL MultiphysicsTM 3.2a.
Equation (4.13) was used to model the system [71]. Equation (4.13) is the transient heat
transfer equation. The 2D axi‐symmetric model shown in Figure 5.1 was used. In
equation (4.13), Q is the heat source term. Table 5.1 indicates the values of thermal
properties of different materials modeled in Figure 5.1. T0 was assumed to be 37.5oC.
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Material
Acrylic sheet
Agar gel
Fiber
Glass
Glycerol
Teflon tape
Thermistor bead
Table 5.1

k
(mW/cm‐oC)
1.9
6.0
5.0
13.8
2.9
2.5
1.0

Cp
(J/kg‐oC)
1470
4180
3700
703
2439
1172
159

ρ
(*10 kg/cm3)
1190
1000
1050
2203
1260
2200
6300
‐6

Thermal properties of different materials used in the FEA [71‐75]

5.5 Results
5.5.1 Measured data

The tissue samples S1 to S3 were measured with the BR32 while S4 to S6 were
measured with the BR55. The thickness of 1 layer of Teflon was 68 μm. Recall, that a
vulnerable plaque has a fibrous cap with a thickness of less than 100 μm covering a lipid
core. The vulnerable plaque is therefore analogous to the situation with 1 or 2 layers of
Teflon tape. P and dT was recorded during the 20 second heating phase and P/dT versus
t‐1/2 plot was made for each experimental setup. A typical set of P/dT versus t‐1/2 data
using BR55 on tissue sample S5 are shown in Figure 5.2. The calibrated values of the
thermal conductivity for all the experimental setups using both the thermistors have
been summarized in Table 5.2. The measurements were performed on each tissue
sample three times at the same position for different experimental conditions. The
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thermal conductivity value in Table 5.2 for S1 to S6 is the average of three
measurements.

Exp.
cond.
F0
F+1L
F+2L
F+4L
F+8L
F∞
32L
Table 5.2

τ
(μm)
0
68
136
272
544
0
2176

BR32 k (mW/cm‐oC)
FEA
S1
S2
S3
4.87 4.93 4.56 4.94
4.34 4.00 3.57 3.12
4.01 3.42 3.52 3.06
3.63 3.17 3.32 2.82
3.38 2.94 3.04 2.88
‐
4.58 4.61 4.62
2.58 2.39 2.47 2.21

BR55 k (mW/cm‐oC)
FEA
S4
S5
S6
4.88 4.29 4.38 4.54
4.53 3.95 3.49 3.31
4.28 3.32 3.37 3.46
3.91 3.16 3.21 3.20
3.43 2.99 2.90 2.84
‐
4.09 4.21 4.31
2.56 2.58 2.53 2.37

Summary of thermal conductivity as obtained from experimental and
simulated conditions

5.5.2. Finite element analysis data

The applied power P from the experimental analysis was 3.25 mW. The
volumetric heat generation rate Q in equation (4.13) for BR32 was 18000 mW/cm3 and
3000 mW/cm3 for BR55. Similar to the actual experiments simulations using the finite
element modeling were done and the thermal conductivities for different experimental
conditions were recorded. The summary of the simulated thermal conductivities is
shown in Table 5.2 along with the actual experimental readings. Figure 5.3 shows the
comparison of temperature distribution in the thermistor‐tissue system for BR32 on
bare tissue and tissue covered by 8 layers of Teflon, at the end of heating phase (t =
20s).
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Thermistor
Teflon
bead
(or Fiber)
Glass

Figure 5.3

Fiber

Temperature profile of the thermistor‐tissue system at t = 20s using BR32

5.6 Discussion
The measured data was first normalized to the tissue conductivity (kF) and Teflon
thermal conductivity (kT). The data, shown in Figure 5.4, suggest that equation (5.1) can
be used to determine underlying tissue conductivity if the thickness and thermal
properties of the covering layer are known. Basically, the measured conductivity (keff) is
a function of both the outer Teflon layer (kT) and the underlying tissue (kF). In equation
(5.1), l is defined as the thickness of the layer at which the thermal resistivity (1/kT) of
the first layer contributes e‐1/3 (about 30%) of total resistivity. l is related to the
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thermistor size and was calculated using the least squared error technique. The depth of
measurement could be defined as 3*λ, because when τ>3*λ, the resistivity of the
second layer contributes to less than 35 % of the total resistivity.
1

1

1

1

(5.1)

The thermal conductivity of the tissue at the end of the experiments (F∞ in Table
5.2) was recorded 3 hours after data F0 was recorded. The slight decrease in F∞ as
compared to F0 may be due to the water loss from tissue during the course of
experimentation. The finite element simulations show that the maximum temperature
rise is at the center of the thermistor bead. The computer simulations indicate that the
maximum temperature rise at the probe‐tissue interface is about 2.25oC. The thermal
conductivity readings from simulations are in close accordance with the experimental
data.
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Figure 5.4

keff versus thickness: empirical fit of measured data

5.7 Conclusions

The experimental data and the finite element simulations clearly indicate that
this self‐heated thermistor technique can penetrate and detect the presence of tissue
hidden below another layer of tissue having different thermal properties. Specifically,
the BR35 probe has a measurement depth (3λ) of about 300 μm, and the BR55 probe
has a measurement depth (3λ) of about 600 μm. Conversely if the thermal properties of
two tissue samples are known, this method could be further modified to give the
thickness of the top layer. Proper thermal contact between thermistor probe and tissue
sample is extremely important for this method to work successfully and is the main
factor that may introduce errors in the experiment. The computer simulations indicate
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that the temperature rise within the tissue is extremely small and may not cause
significant damage to the tissue due to heating.
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Chapter 6
Effect of formalin fixation on thermal conductivity of the biological
tissue

Effect of formalin fixation on thermal conductivity of the biological tissues is
presented in this chapter. A self‐heated thermistor probe was used to measure the
tissue thermal conductivity. The thermal conductivity of muscle and fatty tissue samples
was measured before the formalin fixation and then 27 hours after formalin fixation. In
the clinical setting, tissues removed surgically are often fixed in formalin for subsequent
pathological analysis.
6.1 Introduction
The ultimate goal of this chapter is to measure the effect of formalin fixation on
the thermal conductivity of biological tissues. The tissue thermal conductivity was
measured using the self‐heated thermistor technique. This paper presents thermal data
comparing the thermal conductivity of tissue samples before formalin fixation and 27
hours after formalin fixation.
The surgeon after removing tissue has three immediate options: freeze the
tissue, keep it cold, or stabilize the tissue in a fixative. Each generates a different type of
specimen for analysis [76]. Cells contain lysosomes that contain digestive enzymes. On
cell death, these enzymes are released breaking down the cells, a process called
autolysis. One way to halt autolysis is to fix the tissues. Presence of bacteria may break
down the tissues by a process called putrefaction. Also the risk of infection of
investigators working with human tissues, from a variety of modern pathogens including
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the human immunodeficiency virus or the hepatitis B virus, has increased recently. New
safety procedures are needed to reduce that risk. Fixatives arrest the autolysis,
putrefaction and minimize the risk from contagious diseases [77, 78]. Therefore,
formalin fixation is widely used by both clinicians and researchers to study the tissue for
prolonged durations after the tissue extraction.
Because biologic processes and temperature are interdependent, heat transfer
plays a major role in many diagnostic and therapeutic devices. Accurate knowledge of
thermal properties is important in the design and testing of these devices. If formalin
fixation were shown to not have large changes in thermal conductivity, then an
abundant source of human tissues routinely collected in the pathology lab could be
safely and appropriately used for bio‐heat transfer research. Therefore, knowledge of
variations in the tissue properties due to the formalin fixation is vital for these
researchers.
6.2 Background
The aim of fixation is to preserve the structural and biochemical constituents of
cells in as close to in vivo conditions as possible. There are two major consequences of
analyzing cells without fixation. First of all, cells are naturally present in a hydrated form,
and the removal of intercellular water molecules, which are bound to macromolecules
(proteins, phospholipids, and carbohydrates), can result in the collapse of internal
structures, leading to the delocalization of biomolecular species [78]. The removal of
cells from pH‐buffered growth medium and subsequent air‐drying can also influence the
osmotic pressure within these cells, resulting in cell shrinkage or swelling. This may lead
to membrane rupture and leaching of intercellular components. Secondly, fixation is
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necessary in cell biology to arrest autolysis, preventing protein denaturing,
dephosphorylation of mononucleotides, phospholipids, and proteins [78].
Ferdinand Blum was the first person to use formaldehyde as a tissue fixative
[79]. Most laboratories use neutral‐buffered formalin (10%), which contains 4%
formaldehyde. Formaldehyde is the most widely used universal fixative. It preserves a
wide range of tissues and tissue components. The most important molecular change
induced by formaldehyde is the formation of cross‐links between proteins, or between
proteins and nucleic acids, involving hydroxymethylene bridges [80‐82]. Formaldehyde
is not a coagulating fixative and so tissues fixed in formaldehyde do not contain clumps
of coagulated materials. Also the cellular detail is not distorted by the formation of
coagulum [79]. Peculiar to formaldehyde is its slow formation of covalent bonds in
aqueous solution yet rapid diffusion in tissue. Shrinkage of tissues is minimal in
formaldehyde fixation. Tissues incompletely fixed in formaldehyde or fixed in
formaldehyde at different temperatures may have different spatial characteristics than
tissues fixed under dissimilar conditions [79]. The speed of fixation depends on the rate
of diffusion of fixative into the tissue and the rate of chemical reactions with various
components. In practice, it is assumed that these processes require at least 1 hour per
mm of tissue thickness [76, 83]. Srinivasan et al. have shown that it is extremely hard to
extract usable DNA from formalin‐fixed tissues for molecular biological studies [76]. A
peculiar characteristic of formaldehyde fixation is vesiculation of cell membranes [79,
84]. Werner et al. and Mason et al. have shown that the cross‐links and coordinate
bonds may be responsible for the masking of epitopes by altering the three‐dimensional
structure of proteins, but the fixed proteins retain their secondary structure present
before fixation [82, 85].
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Halliday and Jones et al. have previously shown that formalin can preserve lipids
by the reaction of hydrated formalin (methylene glycol) with double bonds of
unsaturated hydrocarbon chains [86‐88]. However, Halliday found that the lipid content
of the tissue may not be correctly estimated beyond 3 months [86‐88]. Synchrotron‐
based Fourier transform infrared (SR‐FTIR) micro‐spectroscopy is a powerful
bioanalytical technique for the simultaneous analysis of lipids, proteins, carbohydrates,
and a variety of phosphorylated molecules within intact cells. Gazi et al. have used the
SR‐FTIR micro‐spectroscopy, to see the effect of formalin fixation on the cells. They
found that the formalin‐fixed cells retained the lipid content and also the molecular cell
structure [78].
Thermal properties of biologic tissue depend strongly on the relative
composition of water, fat and protein structures, with water content being the
dominant factor [41, 42]. Because formalin fixation does not cause major structural
changes or shifts in water or fat, one would anticipate that the effects on thermal
properties caused by fixation would be minimal.
6.3 Methods

Self‐heated thermistors have been widely used for the measurement of tissue
thermal properties [41‐47]. Normally, thermistors are used to measure temperature,
but in the self‐heated thermistor technique they are also used to heat the tissue
samples, in order to measure the tissue thermal properties. The experiments were
performed using glass encapsulated bead thermistor probe, P60DA102K (radius = 0.75
mm, 1 kΩ at 25 °C) from Thermometrics. The constant voltage heating technique was
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used to heat the thermistor [41, 42, 48, 58]. An empirical calibration process, performed
in

glycerol

and

agar‐gelled

water,

provides

accurate

thermal

conductivity

measurements. The average measurement accuracy of this technique is about 2% [42].
Fresh samples of Angus beef consisting of muscle and fatty tissue were used for
the experiments. The experiments were performed on muscle tissue (7 positions for
formalin fixation and 7 positions for control) and fatty tissue (7 positions for formalin
fixation and 7 positions for control). All tissue samples were placed on cotton gauze
soaked in saline solution (isotonic sterile aqueous solution containing a borate buffer
system and sodium chloride) in order to prevent water loss from the tissue during the
experiments. During the measurements, the tissue samples were kept in a water‐tight
chamber immersed in a temperature‐controlled water bath, maintained at 38 °C. The
thermistor probe was placed on the samples, and the measurements were taken only
after the initial baseline temperature measured by the thermistor was stable (less than
0.03 °C/s). External weights were used to hold the thermistor probe on the tissue,
exerting a pressure of about 150 g/cm2, which was constant for all the samples. There
were four groups; fat (formalin), fat (control), muscle (formalin) and muscle (control).
The thermal conductivity measurements were then recorded at 7 different places in
each group. After the initial measurements, the control groups (fat and muscle tissue)
were wrapped in saline gauze and refrigerated. The formalin groups (fat and muscle
tissue) were immersed in 10% neutral‐buffered formalin solution and refrigerated. The
thermal conductivity of all groups was again measured after 27 hours at 7 different
locations within each group. In summary, 28 initial and 28 final thermal conductivity
measurements were taken.
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Figure 6.1

Thermal conductivity measurements for all the tissue samples

6.4 Results
The calibrated values of the thermal conductivity for all the tissue samples are
summarized in Figure 6.1. The measurements were performed on each tissue group at
seven different locations. Each thermal conductivity value in Figure 6.1 is the average of
measurements at the seven different locations, for that group. The average thermal
conductivity of fat increased from 2.26 to 2.42 mW/cm‐°C with fixation. Similarly, the
average thermal conductivity of muscle increased from 4.45 to 4.62 mW/cm‐°C with
fixation.
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Data set 1
Muscle tissue
before formalin
fixation
Fatty tissue before
formalin fixation
Muscle tissue
control at t=0
Fatty tissue control
at t=0
Muscle tissue
before formalin
fixation
Fatty tissue before
formalin fixation

Data set 2

ttest

Degrees
of
freedom

tcritical for 95%
confidence
level

Null
hypothesis

Muscle tissue after
formalin fixation

1.40

11

2.20

Accepted

3.25

10

2.23

Rejected

0.43

12

2.18

Accepted

0.37

10

2.23

Accepted

Muscle tissue
control at t=0

1.97

11

2.20

Accepted

Fatty tissue control
at t=0

1.68

12

2.18

Accepted

Fatty tissue after
formalin fixation
Muscle tissue
control at t=27
hours
Fatty tissue control
at t=27 hours

Table 6.1

Student’s t‐test analyses

6.5 Discussion

Two‐tailed, unpaired Student’s T‐tests were performed to test the null
hypothesis and see if the thermal conductivity measurements before formalin fixation
and after fixation are different. The assumptions in performing the t‐test were: two data
sets with equal number of samples, unequal mean and unequal variance, normal
distribution, independence between the data sets and also within the data sets. The
major sources of noise in these experiments come from thermistor‐tissue contact and
thermal fluctuations in the water bath. The same thermistor and the same water bath
were used throughout the study, but each of the 56 measurements involved a separate
probe‐tissue contact and was measured at a separate time. Therefore, it is reasonable
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to assume the noise is independent both between sets and within sets. As seen from
Table 6.1, the t‐test result between thermal conductivity measurements of muscle
tissue before formalin fixation and same tissue after fixation is less than tcritical for 95%
confidence level. Hence, the null hypothesis does not fail for muscle tissue, and thus the
thermal conductivity measurements before and after formalin fixation were not
different. The null hypothesis failed for (t‐test > tcritical for 95% confidence level) fatty
tissue fixed in formalin, indicating that the thermal conductivity measurements before
and after formalin fixation were different. The slight increase in the thermal conductivity
of fatty tissue post formalin fixation could be due to reduction in lipid content and
increase in tissue water content. The third and fourth entries (control groups) of Table
6.1 show no experimental difference caused by the delay in time. The last two entries of
Table 6.1 show no experimental differences were detected between tissues selected to
be in each group.
6.6 Conclusions

Proper thermal contact between thermistor probe and tissue sample and
temperature stability are extremely important for this method to work successfully and
are the main factors that may have introduced errors in these experiments. The results
clearly indicate that the thermal conductivity measurements before formalin fixation
and after formalin fixation are not very different for both fatty as well as muscle tissues.
Thus, it can be concluded that the formalin fixation does not have a large effect on the
tissue thermal conductivity of muscle and fatty tissues. These results suggest that
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human tissues routinely collected for pathological analysis could be appropriately used
for in vitro bio‐heat transfer research.
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Chapter 7
Finite element modeling and experimental characterization of
human plaque using the selfheated thermistor technique

The thermal conductivity measurements of plaques removed from human
carotid artery, femoral artery or aortic valve using the surgical procedure of
endarterectomy, with a known atherosclerosis as determined by histology are
presented in this chapter. A pulse‐power integrated‐decay technique discussed in
chapter 4 has been used for the measurement of thermal conductivity of plaque
samples. A self‐heated thermistor probe is used to deliver heat and also to measure the
temperature response. Three dimensional and two dimensional axisymmetric finite
element analyses are used in this chapter to analyze the technique. A heterogeneous
tissue might have a thermal conductivity that varies spatially. This chapter studies the
mapping of a spatially varying conductivity into a single measurement made by the
thermistor. The three main goals of this chapter are, (1) finite element modeling to
determine the effective volume of measurement, (2) develop a method to determine
the effective thermal conductivity of heterogeneous tissue and (3) experimentally
measure the thermal conductivity and characterize the tissue samples using histological
slides as gold standard.
7.1 Finite element modeling
The finite element analysis was performed using COMSOL MultiphysicsTM 3.3a.
Equation (4.13) was used to model the three dimensional system. In equation (4.13), Q
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is the heat source term. T0 was assumed to be 38 oC. The temperature “T” was recorded
by taking the volume integral of the temperature over the thermistor bead. The 3D
model shown in Figure 7.1 was used to do the finite element analysis. The bottom of
tissue (Fiber) block had constant temperature (T = 38 oC) boundary condition, while all
other surfaces had insulting boundary condition. A simulated plaque labeled as
Lipid/Fat/Calcium in Figure 7.1, is included in the tissue. The 3D FEA was done to analyze
the effect of plaque shift (both vertically and horizontally) on the thermal conductivity
measurements. A 3‐D model was needed since the geometry could not be approximated
as 2D axisymmetric model when the plaque was moved horizontally with respect to the
thermistor probe. “Conjugate gradient” linear system solver and “Algebraic multigrid”
preconditioner were used to solve these models using COMSOL MultiphysicsTM 3.3a.
Table 7.1 indicates the values of thermal properties of the materials modeled in Figure
7.1. Thermal conductivity of fiber, fat, lipid and calcium were the values obtained from
preliminary studies.

Material

k
(mW/cmoC)

C
(J/kgoC)

Agar‐gelled water
Glass
Glycerol
Thermistor bead
Syringe
Fiber
Fat
Lipid
Calcium

6.09
13.80
2.86
1.00
1.90
5.30
4.10
4.40
6.00

4180
703
2427
159
1470
3700
3700
3700
3700

Table 7.1

(*106

ρ
kg/cm3)

997
2203
1260
6300
1170
1050
1050
1050
1050

Thermal properties of materials used in 3D FEM study [71‐74]
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Figure 7.1

3D Finite element model

The 2D axisymmetric model shown in Figure 7.2 was used to do the spherical
shell analysis. The 2D axisymmetric FEA was done to analyze the effect of thermal
conductivity of individual layers on the effective thermal conductivity measurements. A
2‐D model was used because the materials in this study have symmetry about the
center line. “Direct (UMFPACK)” linear system solver was used to solve these models
using COMSOL MultiphysicsTM 3.3a
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Figure 7.2

2D axisymmetric finite element model

The thickness of layers 1, 2 and 3 was set to 150 μm for first set of simulations
and then to 250 μm for second set of simulations. Table 7.2 indicates the values of
thermal properties of different materials modeled in Figure 7.2. Thermal conductivity of
k1, k2 and k3 was either 4, 5 or 6 since these values were close to the thermal
conductivities of lipid, fiber and calcium respectively.
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Material

k
(mW/cmoC)

C
(J/kgoC)

Glass
Thermistor bead
Syringe
k1
k2
K3
k4

13.80
1.00
1.90
4/5/6
4/5/6
4/5/6
5

703
159
1470
3700
3700
3700
3700

Table 7.2

(*106

ρ
kg/cm3)

2203
6300
1170
1050
1050
1050
1050

Thermal properties of materials used in 2D FEM study [71‐74]

7.2 In vitro experimental Methods
Self‐heated thermistors have been widely used for the measurement of tissue
thermal properties [41‐47]. The experiments were performed using glass encapsulated
bead thermistor probe, P60DA102K (radius = 0.75 mm, 1 kΩ at 25 °C) from
Thermometrics. The "3.6V 3s cool area" (referred as “Cool” in this chapter) and "3.6V 3s
heat" protocols (referred as “Heat” in this chapter) were used to measure the thermal
conductivity of the plaque samples. These protocols have been discussed in chapter 4.
The experiments were performed on formalin fixed human plaque samples. All tissue
samples were placed on cotton gauze soaked in saline solution (isotonic sterile aqueous
solution containing a borate buffer system and sodium chloride) in order to prevent
water loss from tissue during the experiments. During the measurements, tissue
samples were kept in a water‐tight chamber immersed in a temperature‐controlled
water bath, maintained at 38 °C.
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Figure 7.3

Experimental setup

The thermistor probe was placed on the samples, and the measurements were
taken only after the initial baseline temperature measured by the thermistor was stable
(less than 0.03 °C/s). External weights were used to hold the thermistor probe on the
tissue, exerting a pressure of about 150 g/cm2, which was constant for all the samples.
The thermal conductivity measurements were then recorded 3 times for each sample, at
the same spot. The experimental setup was as shown in the Figure 7.3. In order to hold
the probe firmly on the tissue surface, two small pins were attached to the thermistor
probe. The spot of measurement was marked by placing two symmetric dots of the
black Indian ink on the tissue, such that the region of measurement was in between the
two dots. The calcified plaque samples were further de‐calcified and histological slides
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were made for all the tissue samples. All the histological slides were hematoxylin and
eosin (H&E) stained. The high‐resolution digital microscopic images of these slides were
taken and the region of interest (ROI) box was placed on the image, between the black
dots. In case ROI could not be located, the measurement was omitted from the data
analysis.

7.3 Results
7.3.1 3D Finite element analyses to determine the effect depth of measurement
The goal of this study was to determine the effective measurement depth. The
applied power P from the experimental analysis was 5.35 mW for 3.6 V heating. The
volumetric heat generation rate Q in equation (4.13) for 3.6 V heating protocol was
5910 mW/cm3. The experimental protocol was simulated using the finite element
modeling, and the temperature responses for different experimental conditions were
recorded. The probe was empirically calibrated (using same method as experiments) by
operating the probe in glycerol and then in agar‐gelled water.
A plaque consisting of cylindrically shaped lipid, fat or calcium had thickness of
1000 μm and a diameter of 4000 μm, as shown in Figure 7.1. The lipid/fat/calcium
plaques (embedded in fiber) were placed separately underneath the thermistor probe
and then moved down (away from the probe). At 1000 μm depth the probe response is
almost completely independent of the lipid/fat/calcium plaque. The calibrated value of
normalized effective thermal conductivity as measured by the probe (using both the
protocols) is plotted in Figure 7.4 against the depth of the plaque.
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Figure 7.4

FEM analyses of plaque depth variations

In second study, the plaque was moved horizontally with respect to the probe.
Again, the simulated plaque is cylindrically shaped with a diameter of 4000 μm and
thickness of 1000 μm. The lipid plaque (embedded in fiber) was kept at 50 μm from the
probe and then moved horizontally until the thermal conductivity as measured by the
probe was almost equal to the thermal conductivity of fiber alone (without any lipid). At
a lateral shift of 0, the probe is centered over the center of the cylindrical plaque. When
the lateral shift is 2000 μm, the center of the spherical probe is over the lateral edge of
the cylindrical plaque. When the lateral shift is 2750 μm, the right‐most lateral edge of
the spherical probe is over the left‐most lateral edge of the cylindrical plaque. The
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calibrated value of normalized effective thermal conductivity as measured by the probe
(using both the protocols) is plotted in Figure 7.5 against the lateral shift of lipid layer.

Figure 7.5

FEM analyses of plaque lateral shift variations for plaque at 50 μm depth

7.3.2 2D axisymmetric Finite element analyses of the effect of heterogeneous
media on the thermistor response
Similar to the 3D models, 2D axisymmetric models were used to simulate the
experimental protocols. The probe was empirically calibrated (using same method as
experiments) by operating the probe in glycerol and then in agar‐gelled water. Figure
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7.6 shows the three‐dimensional plots of calibrated effective thermal conductivity as
measured by the thermistor probe against thermal conductivities of layers 1 through 3
(each 150 μm thick).

Figure 7.6

FEM 2D 150 μm thick layers

7.3.3 In vitro tissue measurements
Thermal conductivity was measured 3 times for each tissue sample maintained
at 38 oC. 3D finite element simulations showed that the probe can detect materials
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within a box of size 1.5 mm wide and 0.6 mm deep underneath the probe, also called as
region of interest (ROI). The ROI was placed on the histological slide images and the ROI
was further analyzed to determine its composition. Whenever the ROI had 50% or more
lipid, calcium or fat, the sample was classified as lipid, calcium or fat. Similarly whenever
the ROI had 25‐50% of fat the sample was classified as Fiber+Fat. Figure 7.7 shows the
mean thermal conductivity of tissue samples classified on the basis of ROI, for both the
protocols.

Figure 7.7

Thermal conductivity measurements of all plaque samples

Figure 7.8 shows typical change in the probe temperature and power variations
with respect to time, as obtained from the experimental analysis on lipid and fiber.
Because of the lower thermal conductivity of the lipid plaque (vulnerable), the
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temperature rises more quickly during heating and falls more slowly during cooling as
compared to the fiber (stable).

Figure 7.8

Typical experimental tissue response to the heating (fiber is a stable
plaque, and lipid is a vulnerable plaque)
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Figure 7.9

Fibrous region (H&E stained)

Figure 7.9 is a sample H&E stained histological slide image of a tissue sample
classified as Fiber. There is a large calcified plaque deep in the tissue, which is beyond
the measurement depth of the thermistor probe.
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Figure 7.10 Calcified plaque (H&E stained)
Figure 7.10. is a sample H&E stained histological slide image of a tissue sample
classified as Calcium. This calcified plaque is very close to the lumen. Because of the
hard and curved surfaces, it was difficult to place the thermistor probe on calcified
plaques.
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Figure 7.11 Fatty tissue (H&E stained)
Figure 7.11 is a sample H&E stained histological slide image of a tissue sample
classified as Fat. The samples collected in the fat category were obtained from the
epithelial surface of the aorta and are not plaques. The white regions are the adipocytes
containing fatty acids and not cholesterol.
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Figure 7.12 Lipid (H&E stained)
Figure 7.12 is a sample H&E stained histological slide image of a tissue sample
classified as Lipid. Notice in Figure 7.12 that the lipid pool is covered by a fibrous cap of
about 125 μm at the position where the thermistor measurement was taken.
7.4 Discussion
As seen from the Figure 7.4, plaque within 0 to 200 μm of the probe can be
easily measured. From 200 μm to 600 μm a plaque has a noticeable effect on the
measured thermal conductivity. Also the “Cool” protocol sees deeper than the “Heat”
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protocol by about 100 μm. As seen from the Figure 7.5, plaque within 0 to 1750 μm of
the probe can be easily measured. From 1750 μm to 2750 μm a plaque has a noticeable
effect on the measured thermal conductivity. At a lateral shift of 2000 μm, the plaque
comes directly under half of the thermistor. At a lateral shift of 2750 μm, no part of
plaque comes directly under the thermistor; the closest corner of the cylindrical plaque
is about 350 μm from the spherical thermistor.
7.4.1 Lumped thermal analysis to derive effective thermal conductivity of
homogeneous spherical shells

Figure 7.13 Conduction in composite spherical shell
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Figure 7.13 illustrates the conduction in composite spherical shell for the 2D
axisymmetric model shown in Figure 7.2. For steady‐state, one‐dimensional system with
no heat generation, the appropriate form of Fourier’s law is shown in equation 7.1. In
equation 7.1 (4πr2) is the area normal to the direction of heat transfer.

7.1

4

Assuming q is constant and independent of r, equation 7.2 is obtained by integrating
equation 7.1.

7.2
4

Assuming constant k within each shell and spherical symmetry with constant
temperature (T0, T1, T2 and T3) at the shell boundaries, equation 7.3 is obtained.

7.3

4
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Further simplification of equation 7.3 gives us equation 7.4.

4

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

4

1

1

7.4

1

From equation 7.4 it is evident that, the thermal resistance (RT) is as shown in equation
7.5.

1

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

4

1

1

7.5

4

Similarly thermal resistance for the lumped model can be approximately estimated by
the equation 7.6.

1

1

1

7.6

4

Combining equations 7.5 and 7.6, equation 7.7 is obtained.
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

1

1

1

7.7

Extending the equation 7.7 to infinite spherical shells, equation 7.8 is obtained.
1

7.8

The equation 7.7 can be used to determine effective thermal conductivity as
measured by the probe, provided the thickness and thermal properties of the individual
layers are known. Table 7.3 shows the thermal conductivity of individual layers (each
layer 250 μm thick), effective thermal conductivity as estimated by FEA and also the
thermal conductivity as obtained from the equation 7.7 for both the protocols.
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Thermal
conductivity of
layers (mW/cmoC)
k1

k2

k3

Heat

Cool

keff from
curve fit
(mW/cm
oC)

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

4.00
5.00
6.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
4.00
5.00
6.00

4.04
4.09
4.13
4.27
4.34
4.39
4.46
4.53
4.59
4.51
4.58
4.63
4.81
4.90
4.97
5.05
5.16
5.25
4.90
4.98
5.05
5.27
5.38
5.47
5.56
5.71
5.82

3.97
4.07
4.13
4.22
4.34
4.43
4.42
4.56
4.66
4.35
4.48
4.57
4.67
4.83
4.94
4.93
5.11
5.25
4.67
4.82
4.93
5.05
5.24
5.38
5.35
5.58
5.75

4.00
4.17
4.29
4.26
4.44
4.58
4.44
4.65
4.80
4.44
4.65
4.80
4.76
5.00
5.17
5.00
5.26
5.45
4.80
5.04
5.22
5.17
5.45
5.66
5.45
5.77
6.00

keff from FEA
(mW/cmoC)

Average absolute % diff in keff =

Table 7.3

% diff in keff
Heat

Cool

1.02
‐1.84
‐3.79
0.44
‐2.43
‐4.37
0.27
‐2.58
‐4.49
1.43
‐1.60
‐3.67
1.06
‐1.96
‐4.01
1.08
‐1.92
‐3.93
1.97
‐1.17
‐3.32
1.80
‐1.32
‐3.45
1.98
‐1.10
‐3.17

‐0.72
‐2.49
‐3.65
‐0.73
‐2.38
‐3.44
‐0.52
‐2.06
‐3.02
‐2.06
‐3.90
‐5.09
‐1.87
‐3.56
‐4.62
‐1.49
‐3.03
‐3.98
‐2.81
‐4.69
‐5.90
‐2.45
‐4.14
‐5.20
‐1.91
‐3.43
‐4.35

2.27

3.09

250 μm layer thickness 2D FEM (error in equation 7.7)
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Figure 7.14 shows the comparison of effective thermal conductivity as obtained
from FEA and as obtained from curve fit, using equation 7.7.

Figure 7.14 Equation 7.7 curve fit and simulated keff comparison (line is ideal
response)

Table 7.4 summarizes the average absolute percentage difference between
thermal conductivities obtained from FEA and equation 7.7 curve fit. As seen from the
Figure 7.14 and Table 7.4, effective thermal conductivity can be predicted using
equation 7.7 with average absolute percentage difference of about 3%.
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Table 7.4

Layer
thickness

Protocol

Average absolute
% difference in keff

250 μm
250 μm
150 μm
150 μm

Heat
Cool
Heat
Cool

2.27
3.09
2.18
3.46

Summary of % difference in keff for different test conditions

7.4.2 Lumped thermal analysis to derive effective thermal conductivity of
heterogeneous spherical shells
Similar to the 2D axisymmetric finite element model shown in Figure 7.2, the ROI
box could be further modified to be composed of three concentric rings below the
thermistor probe (each 0.25 mm thick, as shown in Figure 7.9). The histology slide
images were again analyzed to record the percentage volume of four different materials
(fiber, fat, calcium and lipid) in each layer. The assumption here was that the percentage
area measured from the 2D slides was same as the percentage volume in 3D. The
percentage volume was recorded in steps of 0.25 in such a way that for each layer, sum
of the volume for all the four materials was 1. The equation 7.7 can be further modified
to incorporate these volume fractions to obtain equation 7.9.

1

1

1

1

1

1

7.9

In equation 7.9 kF, kC, kA and kL were the average thermal conductivities of fiber,
calcium, fat and lipid respectively and have been summarized in Table 7.5. Tissue
samples with ROI having 75% or more of these materials were used to calculate these
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averages except for lipid. For lipid both the tissue samples were used to calculate the
average.

Description
Fibrous (stable plaque)
Calcified (stable plaque)
Fatty tissue
Lipid (vulnerable plaque)

Table 7.5

ROI

Thermal conductivity (mW/cm‐oC)
Heat
Cool

kF
kC
kA
kL

5.22
5.68
3.76
4.62

4.86
5.62
3.72
4.35

Average thermal conductivities as obtained from experimental data

A sample volume fraction calculation for all the layers (ROI is composed of fiber
and lipid) is shown in Figure 7.15.
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Figure 7.15 Vulnerable plaque with volume fractions of various layers (H&E stained)

Table 7.6 shows typical measured effective thermal conductivity and also the
thermal conductivity as obtained from the equation 7.9 for both the protocols.
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ROI

Exp.
k (*)

Heat
Curve
fit k (*)

% diff
in k

Exp.
k (*)

Cool
Curve
fit k (*)

% diff
in k

Ca
Ca
Ca
fat
fat
fat
fiber
fiber
fiber
fiber + fat
fiber + fat
fiber + fat
lipid
lipid

5.39
5.60
6.08
3.63
3.91
4.07
4.84
5.55
4.75
4.37
5.24
4.47
5.00
4.25

5.60
5.60
5.43
4.56
4.36
4.09
5.22
5.22
5.22
4.86
4.61
5.14
4.95
4.95

‐3.84
0.00
10.72
‐25.67
‐11.58
‐0.47
‐7.87
5.88
‐9.91
‐11.11
12.03
‐14.96
1.06
‐16.39

5.14
5.31
6.27
3.60
3.86
3.78
4.72
5.99
4.07
4.27
4.87
4.17
4.99
3.71

5.48
5.48
5.20
4.34
4.19
3.98
4.86
4.86
4.86
4.58
4.39
4.80
4.63
4.63

‐6.73
‐3.29
17.11
‐20.74
‐8.53
‐5.41
‐3.04
18.81
‐19.27
‐7.27
9.87
‐15.23
7.33
‐24.86

Average absolute % diff of
all the samples =

Table 7.6

9.77

10.65

Typical tissue measurements selected from 43 measurements (*=mW/cm‐oC)

Figure 7.16 shows the comparison of thermal conductivity as estimated using the
equation 7.9 and measured thermal conductivity of tissue samples, using both the
protocols. As seen from the Table 7.6 and Figure 7.16, equation 7.9 estimates the
effective thermal conductivity with average percentage difference of about 11% for
both the protocols.
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Figure 7.16 Equation 7.9 curve fit k and experimental k comparison (line is ideal
response)

7.4.3 Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 16.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). The
distribution of each data set was tested for normality by evaluating the standard error
of skewness and kurtosis. The calibrated values of thermal conductivity along with the
statistical analyses for all the tissue samples are summarized in Table 7.7. As seen from
the Table 7.7, calculated standard values (ratios A/B and C/D) for all tested data sets
except Fiber+Fat, were between ‐2 and 2, thereby indicating normally distributed data.
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ROI Æ

Calcium

Fat

Fiber

Fiber + Fat

Lipid

Protocol Æ

Heat

Cool

Heat

Cool

Heat

Cool

Heat

Cool

Heat

Cool

Mean (*)
No. of samples
Std. Deviation (*)
Std. Error of Mean
(*)
Kurtosis (A)
Std. Error of
Kurtosis (B)
(A/B)
Skewness (C)
Std. Error of
Skewness (D)
(C/D)

5.63

5.45

3.78

3.75

5.10

4.79

4.39

4.19

4.63

4.35

Table 7.7

8

8

6

6

20

20

7

7

2

2

0.28

0.51

0.49

0.55

0.52

0.55

0.41

0.35

0.53

0.91

0.10

0.18

0.20

0.22

0.12

0.12

0.16

0.13

0.38

0.64

‐0.56

‐0.50

‐0.23

2.07

‐0.77

0.03

3.57

2.47

‐

‐

1.48

1.48

1.74

1.74

0.99

0.99

1.59

1.59

‐

‐

‐0.38

‐0.34

‐0.13

1.19

‐0.78

0.03

2.25

1.55

‐

‐

0.90

0.69

0.21

1.05

‐0.21

0.62

1.69

1.21

‐

‐

0.75

0.75

0.85

0.85

0.51

0.51

0.79

0.79

‐

‐

1.20

0.91

0.24

1.24

‐0.41

1.21

2.13

1.52

‐

‐

Summary of thermal conductivity measurements for all plaque samples
(*=mW/cm‐oC)

Levene's test for equality of variances was implemented to determine if equal
variances could be assumed for the Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post hoc tests. If
the significance of the Levene’s test was greater than 0.1, equal variances were
assumed. The data sets for both the protocols showed significance was more than 0.1
(0.2 for Heat and 0.5 for Cool protocol) and hence equal variances were assumed.
ANOVA test was performed on calcium, fat and fiber data sets for both the protocols
(Heat and Cool). ANOVA had a significance value less than 0.0001 for both the protocols.
This is much less than 0.01, hence there was strong evidence to reject the null
hypothesis concerning the population means. There was strong evidence that the mean
of at least one data set differed from the other. To further determine which data sets
were significantly different, various post hoc tests were conducted. The summary of
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various post hoc tests showing significant difference between various data sets is shown
in Table 7.8. If the significance of the post hoc tests was greater than 0.05 (p = 0.05), the
null hypothesis concerning the population means was accepted (the mean values of the
two data sets being compared were assumed, not to be significantly different).
Heat

Cool

ROI 1 ↓/ ROI 2 Æ

Calcium

Fiber

Calcium

Fiber

Calcium
Fat

‐‐‐
T, L & B

L
T, L & B

‐‐‐
T, L & B

T, L & B
T, L & B

Table 7.8

Summary of various post‐hoc test results showing significant difference

between various data sets (p = 0.05; T = Tukey HSD, L = LSD, B = Bonferroni)
As seen from the Table 7.8, all the post hoc tests (Tukey HSD, LSD & Bonferroni)
for both the protocols showed that the mean values of Fat and Fiber data sets were
significantly different. For the Cool protocol all three post hoc tests showed significant
difference between the mean values of Calcium and Fiber data sets. For the Heat
protocol only LSD post hoc test showed significant difference between the mean values
of Calcium and Fiber data sets. Also as seen from the Table 7.7, mean thermal
conductivity of lipid was different from fiber for both the protocols.
7.5 Conclusions
A self‐heated thermistor technique has been successfully used to characterize
the plaques. As seen from Figure 7.8, temperature rise within tissue is extremely small
(< 2 oC for less than 3 seconds) and may not cause significant damage to tissue due to
heating. Also, a shorter heating time (3 seconds) means the temperature will return to
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baseline value more quickly and hence more measurements can be performed in fixed
amount of time.
Lumped thermal analysis to derive effective thermal conductivity of
homogeneous spherical shells (Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5) indicate that the thermistor
probe can detect the presence of plaque, up to 600 μm deep and 1500 μm wide (at
these points effective thermal conductivity as measured by the probe drops to about 10
% of the lipid thermal conductivity for “Cool” protocol). 2D axisymmetric Finite element
analyses of the effect of heterogeneous media on the thermistor response (Table 7.3
and Figure 7.6) shows that the effective thermal conductivity as measured by the
thermistor probe depends mostly on the thermal conductivity of layer closest to the
probe than further away from the probe.
The average thermal conductivity as measured using the “Cool” protocol, for
fiber (stable plaque) was 4.79 (σ = 0.55) mW/cm‐oC and lipid close to the lumen
(vulnerable plaque) was 4.35 (σ = 0.91) mW/cm‐oC. Finite element analyses and in vitro
experiments suggest the self‐heated thermistor technique can be used to detect
vulnerable plaque. Proper thermal contact between thermistor probe and tissue sample
and temperature stability are extremely important for this method to work successfully
and are the main factors that may have introduced errors in these experiments.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and future work

This chapter presents conclusion and the future work. Section 8.1 is conclusion
while the future work is discussed in section 8.2.

8.1 Conclusions
The most significant aspect of this dissertation is providing researchers with a
novel technique to assess the composition of heterogeneous media by measuring its
effective thermal conductivity. In particular, following goals were achieved in this Ph.D.
dissertation:
1. Researchers believe vulnerable plaques that do not limit flow may be
particularly dangerous because they produce no warning symptoms, but can
rupture suddenly causing heart attack and death. The early detection of
these unstable atherosclerotic plaques, using the thermistor technique,
independent of the degree of luminal diameter narrowing, can be a crucial
tool in the battle against heart disease.
2. A novel pulse‐power integrated‐decay technique for the measurement of
thermal conductivity of biological tissues was developed. The results indicate
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that the thermal decay technique protocol has better accuracy than constant
temperature heating techniques.
3. The experimental data and the finite element simulations showed that the
self‐heated thermistor technique can penetrate and detect the presence of
tissue hidden below another layer of tissue having different thermal
properties.
4. An empirical equation (5.1) was developed to determine underlying tissue
conductivity if the thickness and thermal properties of the covering layer are
known.
5. Effect of formalin fixation on thermal conductivity of the biological tissues
was examined. In vitro analysis proved that, in terms of thermal conductivity,
it is equally appropriate to perform in vitro studies in either fresh tissue or
formalin‐fixed tissue.
6. Finite element modeling was used to spatially map the varying conductivity
of heterogeneous tissue into a single measurement made by the thermistor
and also to determine the effective volume of measurement (equation 7.8).
7. An empirical equation (7.9) was developed to determine the effective
thermal conductivity of heterogeneous tissue, as measured by the thermistor
probe.
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8. The thermal conductivity of plaques removed from human carotid arteries,
femoral arteries or aortic valves, with a known atherosclerosis as determined
by histology, was measured.
9. As seen from Figure 7.8, temperature rise within tissue is extremely small (<
2 oC for less than 3 seconds) and may not cause significant damage to tissue
due to heating. Also, a shorter heating time (3 seconds) means the
temperature will return to baseline value more quickly and hence more
measurements can be performed in fixed amount of time.
10. The average thermal conductivity as measured using the “Cool” protocol, for
fiber (stable plaque) was 4.79 (σ = 0.55) mW/cm‐oC and lipid close to the
lumen (vulnerable plaque) was 4.35 (σ = 0.91) mW/cm‐oC. The average
thermal conductivity of calcified plaques (stable) was 5.45 (σ = 0.51)
mW/cm‐oC.

Using different threshold values (between 3 and 6.3 mw/cm‐oC) to differentiate
between calcified and non‐calcified plaques, sensitivity & specificity of the technique
was evaluated at each point (with histological slides serving as gold standard). As shown
in Figure 8.1, plot of sensitivity versus (1‐specificity) was made (also called as receiver
operating characteristic curve). Area under the curve was 0.91, which means the
accuracy of the diagnostic test was excellent (since the area under the curve was >
0.90).
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Figure 8.1

Receiver operating characteristic curve of calcified plaque detection using
the “Cool” protocol

Figure 8.1 may be used to determine the exact cut‐off point to different between
calcified and non‐calcified plaques. 5 mW/cm‐oC was chosen as the cutoff (for “Cool”
protocol) point since it gave high sensitivity and specificity. Table 8.1 was generated
with this cutoff value, with histological slides serving as gold standard.
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“Cool”
protocol
test results

Table 8.1

True classification from
histological slides
Calcium
No Calcium

Total

Calcium
No Calcium

7 (TP)
1 (FN)

5 (FP)
30 (TN)

12
31

Total

8

35

43

Sensitivity and specificity analysis for the detection of Calcified plaques
using “Cool” protocol (Cutoff = 5 mW/cm‐oC)

In Table 8.1, TP = true positive, FP = false positive, TN = true negative and FN =
false negative. As shown below, Table 8.1 can be further used to derive various (“Cool”
protocol) test related statistics.
¾ Sensitivity [TP/(TP+FN)] = 88%
¾ Specificity [TN/(TN+FP)] = 86%
¾ Positive predictive value [TP/(TP+FP)] = 58%
¾ Negative predictive value [TN/(TN+FN)] = 97%

As seen from above analysis, the technique was good at identifying correctly the
tissue samples having calcified plaques. The cutoff point for above analysis was 5
mW/cm‐oC.
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8.2 Future work
Virmani et al. believe that calcification is more common in the carotid arteries
than the coronary and may be related to the frequent occurrence of plaque hemorrhage
[12‐16]. On the contrary, Virmani et al. have shown that over 50% of TCFA’s showed a
lack of calcification or only speckled calcification on post mortem radiographs of
coronary arteries [12]. Most of the tissue samples used for this study were obtained
from carotid arteries or aortic valves, which had plaques for a long time before they
were extracted out from the body. Such plaques are normally highly calcified. The
coronary arteries normally have lot of vulnerable plaques. Hence, further research
needs to be done on the plaque samples from the coronary arteries in order to validate
this technique for the detection of vulnerable plaques.
Similar to Figure 8.1, plot of sensitivity versus (1‐specificity) was made (also
called as receiver operating characteristic curve) for the detection of vulnerable plaques.
Area under the curve was 0.74, which means the accuracy of the diagnostic test was fair
(since the area under the curve was between 0.7 and 0.8).
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Figure 8.2

Receiver operating characteristic curve of vulnerable plaque detection
using the “Cool” protocol

Assuming a cutoff of 4.25 mW/cm‐oC various test related statistics are as follows:
¾ Sensitivity = 50%
¾ Specificity = 89%
¾ Positive predictive value = 25%
¾ Negative predictive value = 96%
As seen from Table 7.7, only two samples with lipid content were obtained.
More data needs to be collected on lipid samples in order to determine correct cutoff
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value for the detection of vulnerable plaques and also to improve the test statistics,
before this technique may be actually implemented. These preliminary in vitro
experiments suggest that the self‐heated thermistor technique can be used to detect
vulnerable plaque. The data suggest that a threshold of 4.25 mW/cm‐oC be used to
differentiate between vulnerable and stable plaques.
In order to use this technique in vivo, a catheter needs to be manufactured with
small size thermistors. Proper thermal contact between thermistor probe and tissue
sample and temperature stability are extremely important for this method to work
successfully and are the main factors that may have introduced errors in these
experiments. The calcified plaque detection may be used to assist in predicting the
“Calcium Score” of a patient. This technique could be further improved by using the
basket catheter for in vivo studies or coupling it with the IVUS catheter developed by
Volcano Therapeutics (©Volcano Corporation).
.
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